The concept of budget travel, as coined by Thomas Cook, was born as a way to bring more people to travel, particularly to England from nearby countries. Today, the concept of budget travel is more widespread and includes destinations around the world. In the United States, for example, there are many budget-friendly destinations such as Las Vegas, Miami, and Orlando, where travelers can find affordable hotels and attractions.

One of the most popular budget travel destinations in the United States is the Las Vegas Strip. The Strip is home to some of the most famous hotels and casinos in the world, including the Bellagio, Caesars Palace, and the Venetian. The Strip is also known for its vibrant nightlife, with a wide range of restaurants, bars, and clubs to suit any taste. In addition, the Las Vegas Strip offers a variety of entertainment options, including shows, concerts, and sporting events.

Another popular budget travel destination in the United States is Orlando, home to Walt Disney World Resort. The resort is known for its theme parks, including Magic Kingdom, Epcot, and Disney's Animal Kingdom. In addition, Orlando offers a variety of other attractions, such as SeaWorld, Universal Studios, and Legoland.

Budget travel is not limited to the United States, however. Many other countries, such as Thailand, India, and China, offer affordable options for travelers. These destinations are known for their vibrant cultures, beautiful beaches, and low cost of living.

In conclusion, budget travel is a popular option for travelers looking to experience new destinations without breaking the bank. Whether you're looking for a destination in the United States or abroad, there are many options available to suit any budget.
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